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1. Open-Source
1.1. How to Contribute

For community members and users who would like to collaborate and contribute, please visit the 'Com-
munity' tab on the IKM.dev website or click on Community in the top header for additional options.

1.2. What is Open-Source?
Open-source software makes its source code, blueprints, documentation, and other products publicly avail-
able for users to modify, contribute to, and distribute. Open-source software uses a decentralized approach
to software development that supports open collaboration, testing, and improvements from the community
of users. In open-source, no one group is solely responsible for maintaining or improving software because
peer-to-peer production of code and documentation is encouraged. While a governing body may exist
in practice to maintain the software and ensure contributions meet community guidelines, they may not
hold special rights to the software. Reasonable guidelines, such as extensive documentation procedures,
enhance the benefits and trust in open-source solutions, while simultaneously preventing an “anything
goes” mentality.

1.3. Why Does Open-Source Matter?
The current restrictive and proprietary nature of software licensing within the healthcare ecosystem sig-
nificantly hinders interoperability, particularly by preventing or restricting community engagement and
contributions that could improve the software or code to meet emerging needs. To achieve lossless data
exchanges between and within systems, the Health Information Technology (IT) community must consid-
er open-source software and open-source licensing models. While these licenses enable use, regardless of
intent, and the ability to modify, adapt, and extend software with minimal restrictions, they also establish
rules of the road and codify best practices to ensure adoptability and ease of use for both the initial user and
the broader downstream community. Open-source licensing will support the public-private consortium
needed to address gaps created by varying rates of adoption and implementation of proprietary software.

Due to the decentralization and wide-spread availability of open-source software, errors and bugs are found
much quicker because the code is utilized in a variety of contexts and stretched much farther. Instead of a
single development team being tasked with identifying and repairing errors, users can serve as developers
and contribute to addressing errors much faster. As a result, open-source software employs a high degree
of modularity where it can be adaptive and flexible to the diverse needs of its users.

Allowing for open licensing encourages improvements to terminology and standards by ancillary bodies.
The open licensing also creates a more robust and flexible system that can adapt to the varying needs of
organizations.

1.4. Preference for Open-Source
Open-source software is preferred and is managed through open-source licensing. A permissive license
will provide source code to users, carries minimal restriction over adaption, modification, and distribution
of intellectual property of organizations, and allows the issuing body to impose some restrictions, such as
monetization. However, the permissive license does not exert special rights to derivative works. Permissive
licensing throughout the foundational architecture, terminology knowledge, and statement model layers
removes barriers imposed on modifications and extensions and improves the compatibility of different
terminologies to support a common understanding of knowledge.

https://www.ikm.dev/
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2. Summary of Findings - Managing
the Best Practice for Open-Source
Communities

2.1. The Current State of Healthcare Knowledge
Management

Over the last decade, billion dollars have been poured into achieving interoperability in the healthcare in-
dustry. Patients, providers, and healthcare agencies have collectively identified the need for a more harmo-
nized, integrated health system to solve the challenges surrounding clinical data, such as its interpretability
and accuracy. The current structure of the healthcare ecosystem continues to fail in providing adequate
structures conducive to collaborative, community-based solutioning. A review in 2021 of American Hos-
pital Association Information Technology survey data found that by 2018, 98.3% of hospitals have adopt-
ed Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems – the primary creators and curators of digital health data. Yet,
across the board, health systems have struggled to move beyond simple adoption and implement advanced
use in patient engagement and clinical data analytics. [1] Notably, critical access hospitals in rural areas
were less likely to demonstrate advanced usage with an expanding deficit to their counterparts in clinical
data analytics since 2015, leading to gaps in patient access of quality healthcare.

Today, many hospital systems have the goal of improving data interoperability within and beyond their
system. To be truly useful, clinical data must move through numerous systems without loss of meaning. In
an idealized situation, data transfers would complete a single round-trip with total integrity intact. In real-
ity, only 22% - 68% of data integrity is successfully preserved through its transfer journey. [2] A patient’s
record may correctly showcase the correct numerical result from a test but could lose the context and
meaning surrounding the test. Ever-increasing system complexity and resulting low-quality data, however,
has ultimately impacted the quality of care across the healthcare ecosystem, such as inefficiencies of re-
dundant testing and procedures being ordered, expanding the time frame of care for patients. Additionally,
the very systems that have been designed to integrate EHRs into the health space can create barriers to
interoperability through closed, proprietary systems. Multiple, sometimes competing, encoding standards
have been developed over the last few decades to address the varying formats clinical data embodies. Some
clinical standardization forms, however, are very broad in its acceptance criteria resulting in large amounts
of variation between encodement while others are too restrictive, limiting the situations in which they can
be utilized. As a result, the need for a consistent form to map standards to and between other standards in
creation of a common model is required for improvement of interoperability within the healthcare land-
scape where clinical decisions can be captured regardless of what point they originate in patient care.

Defining a Key Issue: Restrictive Healthcare Licenses

The root cause of insufficiencies within Health IT is not limited solely to a group of vendors or organiza-
tions but is rather a foundational issue that permeates throughout the ecosystem. Restrictive licenses are
just one of these causes and are used in varying forms across the landscape. However, this spurs unintend-
ed consequences of limiting harmonization. Instead of just treating the symptomatic results of poor data
quality, attention should also be spent understanding the reasons beneath recurring pain points. Various
standards have been developed to compete and improve upon the limitations of other encoding standards.
As multiple organizations, such as by clinicians, laboratorians, and providers integrate patient data togeth-
er, the need of various standards to transfer openly and completely becomes even more apparent. A piece-
meal approach has occurred where different standards carry licensing restrictions to protect against mod-
ifications and extensions of their code for proprietary oversight, creating confusion on how and to what
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extent standards can be shared. Healthcare data standard organizations seek to protect their software and
standards, by design, from unauthorized subversion, modification, and duplication of their work through
their licensing agreements. These restrictions often allow for direct oversight of derivative works from
the issuing body as well as monetization from commercial usage of their product. In a highly profitable
landscape, restrictive licenses allow organizations to prevent their work from being duplicated by rivals
and seek longevity in the marketplace. Proprietary licensing leads to siloed operations by providers and
developers, as well as higher implementation costs, limiting stronger adoption. These restrictive licenses
can pose challenges on the ease of transfers within and between systems and are creators of insufficiencies
within Health IT. For example, issuing standards do not always fit into the exact context practitioners
need and require adaption into localized knowledge. Licenses often prevent against local knowledge being
shared between system and require a mapping to an existing code for meaningful data usage. Data integrity
can be impacted as there may be no exact match that encompasses all the information from local codes
and be transferred incompletely. Tools to aid in standardization may be restricted due to modification and
extension restrictions within proprietary licenses.

The current restrictive and proprietary nature of licensing within the healthcare ecosystem significantly
hinders interoperability. To achieve lossless data exchanges between systems, the Health IT community
must consider movement towards open-source software and open-source licensing models. Gaps created
by varying rates of adoption and implementation requires various avenues of collaboration within the
Integrated Knowledge Management (IKM) community to address these issues within the entire Health
IT ecosystem.

2.2. The Case for a More Open Future in Health-
care

The rapid expansion of technology and connectivity has created ill-defined guidelines on management and
ownership of data. As a result, researchers and users find themselves navigating different and competing
guidance on utilizing and adapting software for their own needs. One of the main movements on expanding
access and resolving conflict between proprietary systems is that of granting wide, sweeping rights through
the open-source movement. Notably, open-source software like Mozilla Firefox has enabled web access
utilized by millions every year. Additionally, open software systems, like Apache 2.0, have had broad
adoptive use because it allows software to be used for any purpose, modified or otherwise.

The following sections aim to define the open-source software and licensing more clearly:

Open-Source Software (OSS)

There are two branches of software utilized by individuals and companies: open-source software and pro-
prietary, or closed-source, software. At the most theoretical level, in an open-source environment, the
source code is freely available and accessible to its end-users regardless of their intent, be it for personal
or commercial use. The term “free” is under debate regarding the cost of accessing the software and under
contention on if the source code can be monetized for access. Here, free is used as in libre, or freedom,
and not necessarily in cost. The discussion of free licensing extends to freedoms guaranteed through the
licensing for the software, and not in the context of the monetary cost to access the software. Many soft-
ware systems are considered to be open-source but are not free from implementation cost. There are third-
party costs associated with integrating and maintaining open-source.

The Free Software Foundation (FSF) defines free as in:

• The freedom to run the program as you wish, for any purpose (freedom 0).

• The freedom to study how the program works and alter it so it computes as you wish (freedom 1). Access
to the source code is a precondition for this.

• The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help others (freedom 2).
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• The freedom to distribute copies of your modified versions to others (freedom 3). [3]

This is controlled in the forms of licenses and is discussed further below. Closed source systems protect
the source code and modifications cannot be made where the end-user can only execute the code within
the confines of the original intent of the creator.

In open-source, no one group is solely responsible for the software because it allows for a peer-to-peer
production of codes and documentation. A governing body may exist to oversee and maintain the software
as long as no one group holds special rights to the software. Due to the decentralization of software, errors
and bugs are found much quicker because the code is utilized in a variety of contexts and stretched much
farther. Instead of a single development team being tasked with identifying and repairing errors as they
are found, users can also be developers and contribute to identifying errors much faster. As a result, open-
source software utilizes a high degree of modularity where it can be adaptive and flexible to the diverse
needs of its users.

In its purest form, open-source software lowers the burden of buy-in required by consumers where they can
build on the work of others through a collaborative community without reinvention. Lower implementation
cost and maintenance of open-source software helps expand the possible consumer base. It is not restricted
to those who can devote the time and resources to stand up the required infrastructure and knowledge base.
Instead, end-users can guide and shape the software to their niche rather than be limited to the specific
intended usage at its inception. The creation of open-source leads to a symbiotic ecosystem where software
is more robust and applicable than its closed counterparts.

Many software systems today utilize qualities of open-source software but lie in a gray area where they
maintain proprietary techniques. These limits are imposed by their licensing models through their end-
user agreements.

Real World Example: General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Data Privacy in Healthcare

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is an European Union (EU) privacy and security law that
was put into effect May 25, 2018. This EU law imposes obligations onto organizations anywhere in the
world if they target or collect data related to EU citizens or residents. The law outlines seven protection
and accountability principles, listed below [4]:

1. Lawfulness, fairness and transparency

2. Purpose limitation

3. Data minimization

4. Accuracy

5. Storage limitation

6. Integrity and confidentiality

7. Accountability

The GDPR has influenced data management and privacy practices in the healthcare sector by compelling
healthcare organizations to adopt stricter data protection measures and transparency in data handling. Ac-
cording to GDPR law, health data is defined as personal data related to the physical or mental health of a
natural person, including the provision of health care services, which reveal information about their health.
This health data also includes genetic and biometric data. [5]

Healthcare organizations must adapt to these strict new regulations, and are charged with managing patient
consent, data portability, and the consequences of non-compliance, which could be fines up to €22M+.
For U.S. healthcare organization this means complying with GDPR as well as Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPPA), which is a separate level of consent and information the provider has
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to ensure the patient receives. Additionally, GDPR places the burden of proof of consent on the provider,
and they must implement an audit trail for electronic consents. This example demonstrates how regulatory
changes are shaping the future of data management in healthcare and aligns with the need for clarity in
data management guidelines.

Open-Source Licensing (OSL)

The implementation of open-source software is managed in-hand through open-source licensing (OSL).
The license of the software sets out the guidelines on the usage and implementation of the specific version
of software being used. The license acts as a copyright agreement where organizations and creators can
control the distribution, duplication, and modification of their work.

There are many different types of licenses, as seen in Figure 2.1 below, and are often created to be inten-
tionally vague to apply to a multitude of situations and preserve the rights of the licensor:

Figure 2.1. Restrictions Imposed by License Type

Public-Domain: Public domain refers to any information, software, or intellectual property that carries
no restrictions in regard to copyright law. It is free to use by any individual. No one group can exercise
control over it. In a software setting, source code must be provided.

Permissive License: Also known as an open-source license. This type of license carries minimal restriction
over adaption, modification, and distribution of intellectual property of organizations. An issuing body
may impose some restrictions, such as the monetization, but it does not exert special rights to derivative
works. In a software setting, source code must be provided.

Protective License: This type of license, also called a copyleft license, grants rights on modification and
redistribution but also requires derivative works to include and grants the same rights of the original license.
Similar to public domain and permissive licenses, source code must also be accessible.

Noncommercial: The license only grants special rights to be used in a noncommercial setting where an
external entity may exercise proprietary control or monetization of the applicable intellectual property.
This can also decrease the cost of access, especially for organizations for academic or research purposes.

Proprietary: The most traditional form of licensing where no rights must be granted to other entities.
There are varying significant restrictions on modification and distribution, where it is often disallowed
completely.

Trade Secret: Often left unpublished, information is not open to the public or non-entity members in any
form. It is the most restrictive, private type of licensing. In software, no source code is available.

Open-source licensing is seen as a method to resolve the dispute between unauthorized copying and distri-
bution of content as well as the copyright laws that have been created to protect individual and businesses
of their own work. [6] Instead of users finding ways to circumvent barriers of access to content, the license
serves as a pathway on how to freely access and modify software to the needs of users while protecting
the proprietary interests of the originator. In this context, discussion surrounding the term of “free” applies
here as well as in open-source software. Many software systems are considered to be open-source and
utilize an open-source license but are not free in cost to the licensee.

Open-source licensing agreements give access to software that may have been prevented under copyright
law. These types of licenses enable use regardless of intent and the ability to modify, adapt, and extend
software with minimal restrictions. The license establishes rules of the road and codifies best practices
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to enable adoptability and ease of use for both the initial user and the broader downstream community.
For example, many licenses require modifications to be disclosed and thoroughly documented for third-
party individuals to avoid endorsements and confusion regarding what has been published directly from
organizations themselves.

In practice, many licenses are not considered open-source due to certain conditions like distribution, access,
and modification being prohibited. It is important to note that the quality of software and source code is
not inherently affected by the structure of the license. A balance, however, is required ensuring that the
licenses do not cause unintended consequences surrounding the proper development and evolution of the
code by the user. [7]

2.3. Examining License Agreements in Action
For many organizations, it is unrealistic to fully adopt all parts of open-source software and licensing.
Organization’s structure licenses dependent on the intended usage of software and codes and aim to em-
body qualities of open-source. For example, an individual may be able to access software and source code
for no-cost or at a greatly reduced cost if it is meant for an academic usage. The moment where the user
would like to adapt, transmute, and distribute software, they will often need a different license such as a
commercial one. Rather than being purely open or closed source, in application, many organizations lie
somewhere in the middle where commercialization of parts of their software support the ongoing research,
development, and maintenance of itself. Organizations argue that the monetization of their software also
allows them to create detailed guidance for implementation as well as more direct support to its customers
while also protecting the proprietary source and implementation of its product. This can contribute to un-
intended downstream effects that require a multistep approach to solving. Although there are understand-
able reasons for organizations to license some or all of their software, limiting it's use inhibits contribu-
tors who bring diverse and valuable perspectives and solutions. Every part of an organization's work in
relation to healthcare ultimately has an effect on patient welfare, quality, and care. Ideas that are locked
behind licenses cannot be part of the larger solution to interoperability. Advocacy towards open-source,
permissive licenses is one aspect to solutioning.

Users are often left to determine their obligations to different licenses, especially when wanting to combine
related software. How do researchers, laboratorians, and health providers navigate the intentional vague
complexity of licenses when attempting to solve interoperability? Instead, they experience restrictions and
lock-in from standards that act as a hindrance to solving patient problems. Two related but distinguishable
implication of licenses are [8]:

1. the explicit terms and rights maintained on content derived from software, and

2. the incompatibility of licensing in competing and related standards.

The current siloed approach of licensing models prevents interoperability within Health IT and
results in lower quality data with unattended, downstream patient effects.

Real-world Example: The Linux Kernel and Android Operating System

The Linux Kernel General Public License (GPL) is a real-world example of an open-source licensing
agreement that can be referenced and learned from as we continue our IKM efforts. In the Linux Kernel
contribution model, contributors need to complete the following process to submit and merge code:

1. Patch Development– External contributors create a new patch branch to author and finalize their code.
The patch is then developed and details the differences between the main branch and the newly authored
branch.

2. Review– Once the new code is finalized in its separate branch, it is submitted into a standardized and
well-documented code review process. The Module Maintainer Team then conducts an initial, manual
review of the code.
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3. Testing– If the Module Maintainer Team deems that the patch passes the initial review process, it is
entered into the Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) system that performs acceptance,
integration, functionality, scaling, and performance tests.

4. Merging– If the patch passes all tests, the Module Maintainer Team notifies the contributor that their
patch has been entered into the Merge Process queue before being merged into the main branch. How-
ever, if a patch fails a test, the Module Maintainer Team notifies the contributor that their patch has
been rejected or needs revisions before it can be resubmitted.

Some defining characteristics of the Linux Kernel contribution model include:

• Mailing List-Based Review– Patch submissions are submitted to a centralized Module Maintainer
Team then initiates the review process. This supports transparent discussion and visibility among the
developer and contributor community but provides a less structured process that can be confusing for
newer contributors.

• Maintainer-Centric Approach– The Module Maintainer Team have an incredibly important role re-
viewing and approving all submitted branches. While this ensures a standardized and consistent process,
it heavily relies on the maintainers.

• Scalability– The Linux Kernel contribution model remains relatively unchanged as the size of the
project increases, supporting effective scaling and continual content development.

The Linux Kernel GPL allows any stakeholder to use, modify, or distribute its code freely. Android is
a large stakeholder that participates in the Linux Kernel GPL and uses Linux Kernel as the base and
foundation for the Android operating system (OS). Android then employs its own, more permissive, open-
source licensing agreement through Apache License Version 2.0 as part of the Android Open-Source
Project (AOSP). The AOSP licensing agreement allows manufacturers to build custom versions of the
operative system, which facilitates the use of the Android OS in healthcare technology. The prevalence
of the Android OS, or a modified version through the AOSP, throughout healthcare highlights the impact
that licensing has on the development, adoption, and implementation of code, software, and products in
the healthcare industry and the importance of having a well-curated licensing agreement. [9-10]

Case-Study: LOINC® and SNOMED International Licensing Agreements

Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Code® (LOINC®) and Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine
– Clinical Terms® (SNOMED CT®) are two of the most widely used health data standards in the U.S.
for clinical terminology. LOINC® is overseen by the Regenstrief Institute and utilizes a global team for
maintaining, developing, and updating guidance on its terminology with the vision of promoting open
terminology standards across every clinical information system [11]. LOINC® advocates for open termi-
nology standards but does not issue an open-source license. Instead, all users are required to hold a license
to utilize LOINC®, with some licenses requiring a fee to implement and utilize the full functionality of
LOINC®. Similarly, SNOMED CT® is overseen by SNOMED International with the intent to support,
maintain, and implement SNOMED CT®. All users are required to accept SNOMED International’s li-
censing agreement through an end-user agreement and are issued a proprietary license with some requiring
a fee depending on the usage and intent of the license. Both organizations issue guidance on new and
existing codes to reflect current events and needs at least biannually by engaging in a rigorous feedback
function where users can engage. SNOMED International is moving towards more timely standard up-
dates, not limited to the biannual timeline, especially for rapid developing arenas, such as COVID-19.

Where Licenses Break Interoperability: Redistribution and Modification

The Regenstrief institute highlights guiding principles such as openness and agility in improving and
widening LOINC®’s implementation. Regenstrief does not allow the distribution of modified codes under
their license. Often, health systems will adapt an existing code to better represent their localized environ-
ment where there is no one-for-one match. Users must create their own solution limited to the licensing
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agreement, engage in a feedback process with the Regenstrief Institute, and wait until a new code is issued
directly from Regenstrief to be able to share between systems.

SNOMED International does not allow for derivative work or extensions to be created if it has not already
been issued a Namespace Identifier. Modifications are disallowed under their SNOMED CT® Affiliate
license and must go through a feedback process where users can petition for added codes in a future release
cycle. This is to avoid confusion and ambiguity of SNOMED International codes and prevent against
inconsistencies between systems. [12] As a result, there will be many forms of similarly derived codes
in a localized format.

This waiting cycle creates gaps that directly impact the quality and interoperability of data. While organi-
zations petition to have new codes created, they must continue to standardize their codes before their data
is transferred to another system. During this step, data can be lost during the transfer from a local code
to a standard LOINC® or SNOMED CT® code. Doctors may lose the much-needed context surrounding
patient care, leading to redundancy in additional ordered tests and referrals. Moreover, the issuance of new
codes does not circumvent the usage of localized knowledge. New codes can be used in place of local
knowledge, but it can also be further adapted into knowledge for the specific needs of practitioners. This
does not solve the transfer errors that can occur when local codes are standardized.

2.4. Putting a More Open Healthcare Ecosys-
tem Into Practice

The IKM community has been longing to address proper standardization encodement of healthcare infor-
mation across ever changing system. Many avenues of collaboration would help solve the data quality and
interoperability issue that the healthcare IT ecosystem is facing. The meaningful semantic difference with-
in terminologies requires preservation to prevent against varying clinical interpretations and treatment. An
IKM approach can act as a method to standardize clinical statements and terminologies by providing ab-
straction and elimination of unnecessary complexity. Instead of a local code being incorrectly mapped to a
standard code, the IKM platform would provide guidance on the most applicable codes and reduce data loss
by ensuring a consistent, reproducible format allowing for the same test to be represented the same way,
every time. Proper achievement requires collaboration across government regulatory bodies, public health
laboratories, private healthcare systems, and In-Vitro-Diagnostic (IVD) device manufacturers. This also
extends to the bodies that oversee terminology standards and the licensing agreements governing them.

For successful implementation of an integrated knowledge ecosystem, licensing bodies should implement
components of open-source licensing, specifically on modification and distribution of copyrighted stan-
dards. Currently, the process that exists on how licenses work together in common spaces and the subse-
quent requirements are ambiguous. Would the implementation of a third-party software trigger licensing
restrictions and inhibit the willingness of organizations to adopt them? Is the usage of an IKM platform
by an organization to reconcile local codes considered to be an extension of a modified code, disallowed
under the existing licensing structure? Some licenses consider any work to be referential to be a “deriva-
tive” without fully specifying the scope of the reference. This is seen, for example, in the form of the
GNU's Not Unix (GNU) General Public License (GPL) and in references to GPL licensed libraries. [13]
The navigation of differing licenses and determining the varying responsibilities imposed by them can
be a costly, time-consuming burden that often acts as a barrier for meaningful progress. It can quickly
become a convoluted process that inhibits success of implementation, unintended by the licensor and their
vision of interoperability as seen in LOINC®. Licenses must walk a tight line on preventing extension of
standards, thereby slowing down the evolution of these standards, and allowing full extensions that can
subvert the standard in and of itself, creating confusion where modifications look to be endorsements by
the issuing body. [5]

In practice, strong open-source licenses can encourage the development and evolution of standards with-
out subversion of standards through guardrails on community contributions. Instead of a few chosen con-
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tributors, solutions can be developed openly with the collaboration of multiple stakeholders where solu-
tioning becomes more robust and agile to the various needs of its users. Reasonable guidelines, such as
extensive documentation procedures especially in extensions, enhances the trust within open-source so-
lutions and allow for the benefits of open-source without allowing an “anything goes” mentality where
confusion ensues. Additionally, open-source licenses can continue to protect against impersonations and
false endorsements through their agreements.

Open-Source Licensing Within a Knowledge Architecture

A Knowledge Architecture is a framework for clinical information that is organized into distinct layers
such that each higher layer relies upon artifacts from the lower layer. It aims to define a standardized form
of clinical statements and harmonize existing terminologies together into a single system.

A knowledge architecture intended for use in the current Health IT ecosystem is listed below:

Figure 2.2. Layers Within Knowledge Architecture

Objectives provide a line-of-sight to an ideal state. Through a standardized terminology architecture, health care data will be 
stored and shared more consistently across the enterprise. 

HL7 FHIR, CIMI, …

Decision support and analytics

SNOMED CT®, LOINC®, RxNorm, …
Define what can be measured (Description 
Logic and Language)

Define how to record a measurement (Numerical 
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Each architectural layer addresses separate concerns that can be reused, developed, and updated independently. A Knowledge 
Architecture can individually resolve issues in the data within their layers vs a whole system, leading to much more agile improvement.

Rather than a broad transformation of existing licenses in a purely open-source model, not all components
of software and standard licensing require a pivot away from proprietary oversight to lead to successful
implementation of an IKM ecosystem. The commercial usage of aspects of licenses allows for ongoing
support and maintenance of software and standards. The move towards a permissive license does not
require a seismic shift in organization structure or its ability monetize its commercial license, especially for
organizations already promoting open-standards. Allowing for open-licensing encourages improvements
of terminology and standards by ancillary bodies and creates a more robust, flexible system that can
further adapt into the varying needs of organizations.

Data harmonization improves when foundational layers of Knowledge Architecture are integrated into
common, collective sources of data. If utilized correctly under a Knowledge Architecture, a single-da-
ta journey can be completed with integrity intact every time. Permissive licensing throughout the foun-
dational architecture, terminology knowledge, and statement model layers removes barriers imposed on
modifications and extensions and instead aids in the creation of common understandings of knowledge.
The Terminology Knowledge layer within Knowledge Architecture oversees the structure of medical ter-
minologies, such as the language and semantic hierarchy within data. It is in this layer where the IKM
platform arbitrates the valid codes and expressions to be used in higher layers. Currently, the usage of
terminology standards like SNOMED CT®, LOINC®, and additional standards pose questions regarding
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compatibility due to modification and extensions limitations. The complexity widens when further stan-
dards based on other standards are integrated further in the terminology layer, like the Laboratory Inter-
operability Data Repository (LIDR) and the TermINology Knowledge Architecture (Tinkar). The loss of
data often occurs in this layer and breaks the functionality of standards where local codes are mapped to
the incorrect standard codes. The IKM platform aims to solve this issue by harmonizing standards but
cannot be successfully implemented unless the underlying licenses allow an IKM platform to reconcile
variances. In the Statement Model, the artifacts as defined below are reused and demonstrate how the data
elements should be packaged into clinical statements through clinical formatting, such as Health Level
7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (HL7 FHIR) or Clinical Informational Modeling Initiative
(CIMI). The shift towards a permissive license in regard to terminologies and standards improves the
compatibility of how different terminologies work together and thereby is integral to the functionality of
higher layers and interoperability overall.

2.5. Conclusion
Achievement of interoperability within healthcare systems requires a multi-faceted approach through the
extensive collaboration of various stakeholders involved. In its current form many licenses serve as un-
intended barriers to interoperability where downstream patient harm can occur. The increasing intercon-
nectedness of industries and partners requires a reevaluation of existing licensing structures that impose
barriers often antithetical to goals set out by issuing organizations themselves. For solutions like an Inte-
grated Knowledge Platform to succeed, licensing must be structured to support and encourage growth of
ancillary bodies. The adoption of open-source licensing encourages diversity of thought where stronger
software often results to the benefit of organizations. Advocacy towards open-source licensing must also
occur internally by managing teams. Together, common solutioning reduces siloed company operations,
moving one step closer to harmonization across the Health IT landscape.

2.6. Appendix
LOINC® SNOMED CT®

What is the type of license
utilized?

LOINC® utilizes proprietary
licenses throughout. It is not
considered to be open-source,
especially under the commercial
agreement.

Notably, all users are required to
hold a license to utilize LOINC®.

SNOMED CT® is not considered
open-source and instead issues
proprietary licenses. SNOMED
CT® has a variety of licenses
dependent on the usage and intent,
with some requiring a fee.

SNOMED CT® requires all users
to have a license.

Who owns and maintains the
standard? Regenstrief Institute oversees

LOINC® and utilizes a global
team to contribute to LOINC®.
They oversee and are responsible
for the maintenance of LOINC®,
as well as issuing up-to-date
guidance.

SNOMED International oversees
SNOMED CT® and is supported
in part by the International
Health Terminology Standards
Development Organization
(IHTSDO) to maintain and
implement SNOMED CT®.
Additional licensing for non-
IHTSDO countries is available.

What is the cost associated with
usage?

LOINC® is not completely free to
use and is specified by its intent
of the license holder. Nonprofit,

SNOMED International, which
includes SNOMED CT®, has
fees associated with its licensee
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academic, and individual licenses
are available under a free license;
however, a commercial license
requires a fee to implement.
There may be third-party costs
associated with implementing and
supporting LOINC® external to
the licensing.

depending on the usage by the
holder. For non-commercial use,
such as by academic bodies,
there is no fee for SNOMED
International licensing, but are
limited on redistribution.

For commercial use, however,
like adding into existing
healthcare systems for usage, then
a fee is incurred for the license.
There are multiple licenses to best
support the varying needs of users.
There are also fees associated with
non-IHTSDO member countries.

What does redistribution look
like?

LOINC® allows for distribution
of their original code without
restriction as long as their
original license is included
in it. Limitations exist for
modified codes and cannot be
redistributed without the consent
of LOINC® copyright holders. If
the distribution is intended for
commercial usage, a commercial
license may be required with
associated fees.

SNOMED International
redistribution is only allowed
under a commercial license
as part of their license and
cannot be done as a standalone
extension. Additionally, the
licensee must still protect the
proprietary requirements as listed
in their license to distribute.
Redistribution cannot be done
in non-commercial licenses.
Modifications of SNOMED
International codes are allowed
under certain distribution licenses
but must maintain compatibility
with the original SNOMED CT®
as well as be clearly documented
and labeled.

How often do releases occur?
Who contributes to what is
updated?

Releases occur twice a year,
typically every 6 months.
LOINC® utilizes a feedback
function where users can request
new codes as well as gathering
feedback from stakeholders,
regardless of license status. They
additionally test these codes and
update guidance on existing codes
to reflect current events (ex.
COVID-19).

Releases occur in January and
July every year and contain
updated guidance for their codes
to reflect current events, similar to
LOINC®.
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3. Ecosystem
3.1. Purpose of a Retrospective and Industry
Evaluation

In today’s healthcare ecosystem, there is a need for high-quality and accurate data as healthcare organiza-
tions becoming increasingly reliant on EHRs, laboratory information systems (LISs), and other electronic
information systems. Terminology standards are a primary tool that many organizations use to work to-
wards this goal and improve the quality and accuracy of their data. Terminology standards aim to ensure
information is captured and represented in a repeatable and standardized format so that other organiza-
tions and stakeholders using said terminology standard have a common understanding of the data. While
terminology standards are useful, extensive knowledge management (KM) is needed to identify, manage,
and share the standardized data that these systems and standards capture. However, as data flows within
and between healthcare systems, the use of different terminology standards, KM processes, and systems
themselves can pose a threat to the integrity of data.

IKM is an approach to data management that aims to maintain the meaning, integrity, and quality of data
as it travels within and between healthcare systems. IKM is an evolving approach to manage disparate
terminology standards using a common, centralized, and repeatable representation of data. The use of a
common model supports the interoperability of data between disparate terminology standards, well docu-
mented version control even when different terminology standards employ their own versioning practices,
and the incorporation of new or emerging terminology standards. IKM will use an iterative approach to
build upon previous work on Resource Description Frameworks (RDFs) and property graphs with novel
ideas and concepts. There is no reference or best practice guide for how an IKM solution can or should
operate and will therefore require extensive research, prototyping, and development.

While IKM may pose as a daunting task for many organizations due to the large barrier to entry and
resource commitment, our team is not the only stakeholder working towards IKM solutions. SNOMED
CT® and LOINC® have announced a collaborative partnership to increase the interoperability of their
data and standards by facilitating the identification of synonymous concepts and reducing duplication in
the standards. Our work prototyping and trialing an IKM reference implementation has given us insight
into various challenges, work arounds, and best practices. Our work has identified functional and non-
functional areas of IKM that require further exploration and refinement to support more widespread adop-
tion, which can be shared with other organizations and stakeholders to shape their work and support a
unified approach.

3.2. Summary of Findings – Functional and
Non-Functional Issues Related to Knowledge
Management Proof of Concept

Over the past year, our team has been working to develop an IKM reference implementation, Komet, to
demonstrate IKM capabilities. Our work with Komet builds upon data property graph and RDF foundations
and incorporates new concepts like versioned concept-oriented property graph representation. Due to the
relatively novel nature of Komet and IKM, our team did not have guidelines or best practices to follow.
Our initial work serves as a prototype that identifies functional and non-functional areas related to IKM
that should be further explored. Throughout our experience, we have documented the following lessons
learned, best practices, and challenges to improve the adoptability, functionality, and development of IKM
as our team and other stakeholders work towards future iterations.
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3.2.1. Knowledge Management
The team rapidly developed an IKM prototype leveraging the latest Tinkar data model standard to show-
case IKM capabilities at the SNOMED CT® conference in October of 2023. Through the effort over the
past year and leading up to that event, we’ve identified a few findings that have been resolved or will need
to be resolved in the future.

3.2.1.1. Requirements

As each clinical terminology standard has its own proprietary data representation and tooling to both view
and author data, the ability to represent multiple standards with a common underlying data model and
view or author across standards in a single environment is an unprecedented idea. IKM would influence
a large community of users, such as hospitals, laboratories and clinical informaticists so there are many
thoughts and opinions about how IKM should work and what features would be important. Though the
potential stakeholder base is large, the access to the community to illicit requirements is very limited.
While we were able to conduct user interviews during our User Interface and User Experience (UI/UX)
analysis to gain some understanding of necessary system functionalities, we do have not regular access
to those participants.

To solve for this, we’re leveraging experts to identify high priority capabilities that will be prioritized for
upcoming milestones. These milestones will take shape in the form of conferences, community events,
and other demonstration opportunities. For example, we plan to organize a Health Level Seven (HL7)
Connect-a-thon event to conduct real-world testing scenarios with interested stakeholders.

Leading up to the SNOMED CT® conference, we found that while we wanted to support rapid develop-
ment, we still needed a clear understanding of what system capabilities were important to showcase for
the demonstration and detailed documentation in the form of user stories for the developers to reference.

As seen in the figure below, we established a new process to describe the system capabilities in the form of
Agile epics and plot them against the appropriate milestones to generate our product feature backlog. As
per agile development best practices, these epics are revisited weekly to be defined, refined, and prioritized.
These epics are then decomposed into user stories with defined acceptance criteria for the development
teams to develop against in three week increments or sprints. [1]

Figure 3.1. IKM Product Backlog Epic Board

As the IKM community grows, we will leverage the open-source nature of the project to track feature
requests through submitted GitHub issues. [2] This external issue tracker will be integrated more fully in
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the future but will allow us to track feature requests against other priorities and communicated releases
back to the IKM community. [3]

3.2.1.2. User Interface and User Experience (UI/UX) Design

In early 2023, a UI/UX assessment for IKM was conducted to better understand the needs and pain points
of healthcare professionals in their daily operations working with healthcare knowledge. The goal was
to use findings from the assessment to determine user profiles, requirements, and priority, which were
then used to strategize a human centered UI/UX design for a Next Gen IKM platform that promotes data
interoperability.

The assessment was conducted in five phases:

1. A landscape analysis to evaluate the competitive landscape of similar products.

2. A heuristic evaluation of the old Komet version to identify features to keep in the Next Gen version.

3. User interviews with multiple professionals in the healthcare space—such as clinicians, health infor-
maticists, public health scientist—to uncover specific needs and pain points of potential users.

4. A UI/UX workshop to discuss findings from interviews and align on future UI/UX strategy.

5. Creation and prioritization of user stories for future sprints based on workshop results.

Some of the challenges faced by the UI/UX team include representing different knowledge standards with
different requirements for viewing/editing in a standardized way, abstracting complexities behind-the-
scenes for an easier user experience and designing in a way that supports iterative development while still
meeting future requirements.

The team plans to tackle these challenges by identifying commonalities and differences between user
interfaces and data schema of existing knowledge standards. The aim of these planned activities is to better
understand how to design a standard UI and conduct periodic user evaluation sessions for voluntary user
feedback within the healthcare industry. Healthcare stakeholders can help the UI community explore the
latest design and share insightful information in the user experience. They can also influence the process
of building modular and re-usable UI components that allow flexible and adaptable development in an
agile environment with changing requirements.

3.2.1.3. Development and Operations (DevOps) Processes

In the current state of Health IT, healthcare data standard organizations have implemented restrictive li-
censing around their proprietary data and technology which creates silos and the inability to collaborate
across standards. IKM provides an open-source solution that could be used across the community to col-
laborate and further reduce these data silos. Komet is an open-source solution in the form of an installed
Java application that provides users the ability to visualize, manage and extend disparate medical termi-
nologies. [4]

Early in the development phase, we identified that we would need to make an investment in Development
and Operations (DevOps) technologies and tooling to allow our open-source solutions to be rapidly de-
veloped and released to reach the largest audiences possible. We began by hosting our DevOps tools, as
it was the quickest way to begin rapid prototyping. However, through this process, we’ve found that the
hosting of these tools requires more overhead and manhours than we would like. Our larger goals and
priorities require developers’ time to contribute to our solutions rather than supporting our DevOps tools.
We are currently investigating and analyzing different alternative approaches to move to Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS) solutions for DevOps.
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Additionally, due to the licensing issues around proprietary data, as well as other open-source technolo-
gies, we leverage both an internal and external code repository. This arrangement allows us to continue
development while we work through licensing with the goal of becoming fully open-source. [5] Current-
ly, this complication keeps us from leveraging open-source supported tooling and requires us to support
complex DevOps processes to restrict the publishing of code. Once these license issues are resolved, we’ll
be able to leverage additional tools to streamline and simplify our processes.

However, our DevOps processes are largely successful as we’re able to collaboratively develop across
a large team and release both code and artifacts to our public repository often and with little manual
effort. Additionally, every promotion to GitHub releases Windows, Mac and Linux versions of the Komet
installer to be available to the community for use.

3.2.1.4. Data Layer Development

As new knowledge standards are transformed and introduced to the Tinkar Core, the more the need for
ease of code troubleshooting and management becomes apparent. [6] Reinforcing the code to also handle
different types of data and types of programming languages will also keep the data ingestion and export
free of conflicts. Additionally, adding in a layer of abstraction is needed to allow all types of users to set
up and use Komet. For large scale development and automation to be possible these improvements to code
and architecture will be crucial.

3.2.1.5. Bindings

Currently, Tinkar Core uses Tinkar Terms to call certain Java variables that represent retrievable concepts
from the Tinkar datastore. As the codebase develops and changes, these can be difficult to maintain, es-
pecially when more complexity is added. Each Tinkar Term affected must be manually identified and
changed if needed. Not only is it time consuming, but it can be susceptible to human error. By creating
an automated solution like a bindings library, updates will be made efficiently and can be integrated into
a dependency management system.

3.2.1.6. Protocol Buffers

With the requirement of being able to support many types of information systems, the ingestion of data
requires a programming language neutral format. Protocol buffers solve this issue, by serializing the struc-
ture data with a format that supports many programming languages. Additionally, it is open-source code
and does not require a licensing to implement. This would allow the data to be exported in easy to share
formats that can be simply shared and imported.

3.2.1.7. Data Retrieval and Curation

As the Komet users increase, adoption of the tool will need to accommodate a variety of experienced
users. Currently, the Tinkar database requires a significant amount of coding and or prior knowledge of
lower-level data structures to successfully retrieve and manipulate Tinkar data elements. This inevitably
limits the immediate number of users who can implement meaningful solutions using Komet and the
Tinkar data. Creating an abstraction layer and or user experience that allows users to have an easier and
streamlined approach working with and updating Tinkar data will result in users utilizing the Komet to
its full potential.

3.2.2. Solution Adoption

To date, the IKM Solution Adoption team has worked to identify key stakeholders and tailor content to
their understanding of the goals of IKM. In this phase of increasing awareness, the team has developed
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and disseminated informational presentations and trainings both internally and externally to federal and
industry partners. Through this and additional presentations and demos of Komet at industry conferences
(i.e., SNOMED International Expo, American Medical Informatics Association), the team has been able
to identify champions for the IKM movement across the ecosystem. As awareness has increased, the team
has been able to maintain stakeholder relationships through personalized communications to individual
stakeholders at organizations of significance (i.e. Food and Drug Administration, Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology, Graphite Health, Royal College of Pathologists of Aus-
tralasia). [8] Through such engagements, the team has recognized the following key findings of developing
successful communications that will propel the efforts up the communications curve trajectory.

Through such engagements, the team has recognized the following key findings of developing successful
communications that will propel the efforts up the communications curve trajectory.

3.2.2.1. Curating Technical Communications

There is a need in IKM communications to provide adequate technical guidance for stakeholders interested
in collaboration and/or integration. Therefore, the development of proper processes and documentation of
work has been critical to the IKM strategic communications efforts and will continue to be strengthened
as we move towards driving engagement.

3.2.2.2. Defining IKM

IKM is an evolving and novel movement in the healthcare information technology field. Therefore, com-
municating to all potential stakeholders effectively on the mission to increase cohesion in health data stan-
dards and what problems that it may solve is paramount to advancing the movement. Based on feedback
from stakeholder engagement sessions, the team has been iteratively refining strategic communications
initiatives to develop concise and aimed messaging to key stakeholders.

3.2.2.3. Ensuring End User Adoption

A more nuanced challenge that the IKM movement faces as technologies and integration methods devel-
op into end-user capabilities is the adoption and implementation of these tools by the end-users them-
selves, whether they are clinicians, healthcare organizations, laboratories, or other healthcare-related en-
tities. Many of these end-users may not have the technical background or insight into the issues that IKM
addresses and aims to solve and therefore may not fully be invested in adopting such a solution into their
operations.

As future efforts in the Integrated Knowledge Management space are advanced, there will be an increased
need for intentional strategies centered around communications to the various stakeholders that IKM im-
pacts to ensure engagement and ultimate adoption. Technical professionals in the data standards field will
need to have transparent and detailed information on the methodologies used in previous efforts in order to
continuously improve upon the collaborative process. Further, end-user specific communication plans will
be developed that articulate both the problems that IKM attempts to solve along with a clear explanation
about the tools’ capabilities.

3.2.3. Knowledge Representation
The advantages of utilizing a generalized, self-describing data structure are well-documented. This data
structure comprises not just the database but also includes metadata that outlines and explains both the data
and the connections between tables [15]. Also, descriptions of data structures and constraints are includ-
ed, allowing storage of a description of its own structure within the database. While this self-describing
approach is reference terminology-agnostic, making it capable of accommodating various data sources,
challenges for determining the importance of terminology-specific data components are introduced [16].
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Representing data properties such as concepts, patterns, or semantics becomes a complex task, especially
when importing data from multiple terminology standards. As clinical reference terminologies, SNOMED
CT® and LOINC® employ different data structures to represent their respective content. These data struc-
tures do not translate easily between terminologies. SNOMED CT® utilizes Concepts, Descriptions, and
Relationships, organized hierarchically to convey clinical meanings to its terms. LOINC® codes are rep-
resented by five or six main parts. And hierarchical relationship between LOINC® terms is manually ap-
plied outside of the LOINC® SNOMED CT® Collaboration. The components from each of these termi-
nologies may function as crucial data structure components for axioms and related data properties within
the database. [9]

Once imported into a self-describing data structure, determining equivalence with another terminology
standard or which parts of the data components are important may create unanticipated challenges [15].
Unlike more specific terminology models, Tinkar lacks pre-defined references to identify crucial compo-
nents or properties within incoming data, necessitating a comprehensive understanding of the dataset. This
challenge extends to determining the importance or equivalence of specific data components, prompting
the creation of new properties and concepts before the data can be seamlessly imported into Tinkar. While
the generic nature of Tinkar provides valuable flexibility for accommodating diverse data standards, it un-
derscores the need for a proactive and nuanced approach to customization. This adaptability allows Tinkar
to serve as a versatile platform capable of handling a variety of data sources, but it also highlights the
importance of thoughtful customization to ensure effective integration. [6]

3.3. Evaluation of Current Systemized
Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical Terms®
(SNOMED CT®) Logical Observation Identifiers
Names and Code® (LOINC®) Collaboration

In October 2022, Regenstrief Institute (RII) and SNOMED International, also known as International
Health Terminology Standards Development Organization (IHTSDO), signed a cooperative agreement to
collaborate the work between LOINC® and SNOMED CT®. This will eliminate duplicative data, allow-
ing the two terminologies to be used together by creating an extension of the SNOMED CT® with the
LOINC® knowledge standard included. Using the SNOMED CT® formats and concepts, the LOINC®
knowledge standard will be more defined and accessible. [10]

The SNOMED LOINC® Collaborative Agreement indicates a pivotal progression towards data interop-
erability as the two organizations are industry leaders in health data standards and terminology. [11] We
conducted an analysis of the current state of the collaboration project to better understand the successes
and pain points as well as assess how IKM may provide additional solutions.

3.3.1. Knowledge Management: SNOMED LOINC® Col-
laborative Agreement Demonstration Project Progress
Reports

The SNOMED LOINC® Collaborative Agreement is a critical first step forward towards data interoper-
ability and a testament towards the collective need for collaborative solutions. As described on the website,
the LOINC® Ontology can be accessed in two ways: through a full data download of the LOINC® On-
tology file or viewable through the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® Browser. The browser provides
the same capabilities of the SNOMED CT® browser but provides visibility to LOINC® data through the
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appropriate search or query. The website, while brief, provides additional information to the community
such as release notes, frequently asked questions, and the ability to provide feedback and sign up to receive
project updates. [11]

Regarding Knowledge Management, our analysis will be focused on the systems and services provided
by the LOINC® and SNOMED CT® Interoperability Solution as described on their website. [12] The
analysis of the user interface / user experience will be discussed in section UI/UX: SNOMED LOINC®
Collaborative Agreement Demonstration Project Progress Reports and analysis of the data represen-
tation implications are expanded on in sectionKnowledge Representation: SNOMED LOINC® Col-
laborative Agreement Demonstration Project Progress Reports. Further details regarding the commu-
nications to the community is discussed in section Ecosystem Engagement: SNOMED LOINC® Col-
laborative Agreement Demonstration Project Progress Reports .

3.3.1.1. Hearing from the Community

The LOINC® and SNOMED CT® Interoperability Solution encourages the community to provide input
to help inform how the solution will proceed. [11] Responders can provide their perspective related to
content, releases and use case. Additionally, responders can leverage the feedback form to ask questions.

Figure 3.2. Screenshot of Feedback Page on loincsnomed.org

Community involvement is a key to ensure the solutions that are being made available meet the needs of
the users. Similarly, IKM provides the ability for users to provide feedback through GitHub issues. GitHub
provides custom form layouts to give users the best experience for submitting technical and non-technical
issues or questions. [12]
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Figure 3.3. Screenshot of GitHub Non-Technical Issue Submission Page

3.3.1.2. Complications in Community Visibility

Though the LOINC® and SNOMED CT® Interoperability Solution collects community feedback and
issues, there is no visibility into that information. Community members have no insight into what ideas and
questions have already been submitted. Furthermore, there is no visibility into what feedback will be acted
upon or what questions have been answered. According to GitHub, a leader in open-source community best
practices, keeping communication public is key so that all members have access to the same information.
[11]

IKM provides the ability for all issues submitted to be visible. The team can provide transparent updates,
such as commenting to answer questions, assigning the issue for work, or assigning the issue to a milestone
for release. This will allow the issue creator and the rest of the community to have full insight into when
the issue may be addressed.

Figure 3.4. Screenshot of GitHub Issue Screen
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3.3.2. UI/UX: SNOMED LOINC® Collaborative Agreement
Demonstration Project Progress Reports

Through their collaborative agreement, LOINC® and SNOMED CT® have developed the LOINC® On-
tology SNOMED CT® Browser, which allows users to navigate concepts, view concept details, and de-
termine equivalency between LOINC® and SNOMED CT® concepts. [10] This is an important develop-
ment for the medical terminology field because it represents a move toward achieving interoperability.
The collaboration data set and supporting browser tool, while useful, is a work in progress and has some
user challenges in its current state.

3.3.2.1. Utilizing Search in the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT®
Browser

From a user perspective, navigating through the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® browser to locate
and view concepts is done in two primary ways: searching by typing or navigating the taxonomy. [10]
Using the built-in search engine, the user can find results with as few as three letters. The search results
automatically update as the user types, so there is no need to hit “Enter”, just edit the input field and wait
for the results to refresh.

In addition to the search bar, the search option also includes a list of filters to narrow search results as
shown on the left side of the image below. Prior to entering text in the search bar, only the four green filter
options and the “Group by concept” checkbox appear. After entering text, additional filters appear, which
are filtering by: language (e.g., English), semantic tag (e.g., observable event), module (SNOMED CT®
core vs. LOINC® Extension module), and refset (e.g., Web Ontology Language [OWL] axiom reference
set). [13]

Figure 3.5. LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® Browser Search Filters

The user can also navigate through concepts using the taxonomy structure in the LOINC® Ontology
SNOMED CT® Browser. In the default "Perspective”, the taxonomy structure lists all SNOMED CT®
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observable entity concepts in alphabetical order. If the user changes the “Perspective” to “Comparing Hi-
erarchy”, the system displays a more robust taxonomy of SNOMED CT® concepts, as shown below. The
user can then navigate the hierarchy to find concepts. The user cannot currently view and navigate the
equivalent LOINC® hierarchy.

Figure 3.6. Taxonomy Structure in the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® Browser

In the current state, the user experience in searching and navigating the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED
CT® Browser can be improved by improving the default UI settings, allowing the user to edit the views
to fit their needs, and adding the ability to search and navigate within LOINC® data specifically. In the
default UI, some features are hidden from the user and may require time and effort to uncover them.
Surfacing functional user settings will enhance user experience.

Noted improvements can be made to search to enhance the function and experience. Improving the search
user interface, making search and navigation more intuitive (e.g., filters, taxonomy), and optimizing page
space use will enhance the tool’s usability. The image below demonstrates what an optimized search func-
tion might look like for an Integrated Knowledge Management tool. The view below is simplified and
clean but simultaneously more functional and user-friendly. [14]

Figure 3.7. Hypothetical Optimized Search Function
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3.3.2.2. Viewing a Concept and its details in the LOINC® Ontology
SNOMED CT® Browser

Upon selecting a concept to view within the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® browser, the Concept
Details tab on the right side of the screen displays information pertaining to that concept. The initial view
is the Summary tab that displays parent/child information within the SNOMED CT® hierarchy as well
as LOINC® equivalents (if applicable). The other tabs, Details, Diagram, Expression, Refsets, Members,
History, and References provide further information on the concept. [15]

Figure 3.8. View of the Summary Tab

In addition, there is a settings button in the upper right corner of the Concept Details window that allows
the user to change some settings to their preference. This type of customizable functionality is needed for
a tool that will be so widely used across fields. [15]

Figure 3.9. Concept Details Window

These features provide the user a functional view of concepts in a straightforward manner, but there stands
room for improvement. For example, most tabs of a given concept do not present useful or novel infor-
mation, if they have information at all. Notably, after searching through dozens of concepts, this team
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was unable to locate one that had information in the History tab. Because the team was unable to locate a
concept with a populated history, it was not clear whether this functionality was not yet available or simply
empty. It would benefit the user to communicate more clearly which concepts are missing information. For
future implementations, developers of similar tools can look to prioritize communication with the user, so
that it is clear to the user what they are seeing (and not seeing). [13]

Figure 3.10. History Tab of Concept Details

3.3.2.3. Utilizing the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® Browser for
Purpose and Contributing

The LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® browser, a collaborative effort between LOINC® and SNOMED
CT®, seemingly relies disproportionately on the SNOMED CT® dataset. In fact, finding equivalency
between concepts may be best executed if the user already knows the existing LOINC® concept and needs
to find the equivalent SNOMED CT® concept. Trials in finding LOINC®-equivalents using SNOMED®
concepts often proved fruitless as many SNOMED® concepts did not produce a LOINC® equivalent.
Upon finding a concept that has a LOINC® equivalent, the indication is rather small and does not provide
a great deal of information, as shown below. [13]

Figure 3.11. LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® Browser Indication of Equivalence

To enhance the existing system, there should be a more complete record for concepts, including the ability
to view how they have changed over time. An example of how this could be done in an integrated knowl-
edge management system is shown below.
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Figure 3.12. Example of Hypothetical Concepts Versioning Record

While the current system relies heavily on the SNOMED CT® hierarchy, the system must look ahead to
not favor one terminology over another and allow the user to search all terminologies. LOINC® termi-
nologies should have a larger presence within the tool, so that it is easier to navigate concepts and deter-
mine equivalence without needing significant background knowledge. [9]

Using and navigating the LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® browser requires the creation of an account.
This account, however, does not allow the user to make contributions to the platform, only view data.
Editing the tool and terminology requires access to a separate system, which is a barrier to potentially
valuable contributions. Specialized tools like this one are better off when they capture the expertise of the
individual user through open-source collaboration rather than restricting editing rights.

The image below captures what collaboration within an IKM tool might look like. Allowing users to edit
and contribute increases the knowledge base and the momentum at which the tool itself improves.
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Figure 3.13. Hypothetical IKM Tooling Collaboration

The LOINC® Ontology SNOMED CT® browser is a useful tool that can be improved by focusing on the
end user to improve UI/UX. Improvements and enhancements to the tool’s user experience will be a key
component to its long-term viability.

3.3.3. SNOMED LOINC® Collaborative Agreement
Demonstration Project Progress Reports

While the success of the technical integration is critical, of equivalent significance is the organization’s
ability to communicate about its efforts to enable awareness and adoption of the newly integrated model.
Evaluating the partnership’s solution adoption efforts against the communications strategy of the IKM
movement can provide indicators of success.

3.3.3.1. Achievements in Technical Communications

Similar to the need for technical communications, the ontology browser homepage links to the documen-
tation release, providing an introductory technical explanation of the processes utilized to link the two
data standards. The release includes details on the content inclusions of the browser, modeling guidelines
used to integrate standards, concept/attribute representation, and future steps that the technical partnership
will embark on to improve the browser. This document is critical for the public to access the information
regarding the collaborative processes and technical efforts made on the project and provides a background
for non-technical individuals to understand its development and technical individuals to see where their
own collaboration or implementation may align.
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3.3.3.2. Challenges of Integrated Knowledge Communications

Regenstrief LOINC® and SNOMED International collaborated on a singular virtual location for the
LOINC®-SNOMED CT® Ontology Browser to be housed and available to the public. This site has the
entirety of their current progress integrating the two data standards up to their most recent version release
(October 15, 2023). While the site provides some introductory background into the objectives of the part-
nership between the two organizations, there is little communication of what the overarching goal of that
partnership is aimed to accomplish. Integrating knowledge requires an active community effort to advance
healthcare information technology, and the challenge of engaging champions for this effort can be miti-
gated by increasing the community’s understanding and support. Garnering the community’s trust is vital
in progressing the efforts towards an integrated knowledge management solution. [11]

3.3.3.3. Ensuring End User Adoption

As communication strategies are developed, crafting specific messaging for end user segmentations is crit-
ical to promoting adoption of tools and IKM advancements. The LOINC®-SNOMED CT® collaboration
will benefit from a similar approach in identifying end user groups and then building compelling commu-
nications to each grouping based on key interests and pain points. The collaborative partnership’s overall
end user adoption strategy will be a duality of technical information that supports the operational collab-
oration and the non-technical communications positioning that engages users to learn and apply tools.
The technical guidance will need to provide detailed support for technical experts to involve themselves
effectively within their efforts and may include user guides, collaboration forums, and proper feedback
channels. The non-technical communications will need to cater towards conveying benefits of the browser
and what problems this collaboration addresses for a given end user segmentation.

3.3.4. Knowledge Representation: SNOMED LOINC® Col-
laborative Agreement Demonstration Project Progress
Reports

Mapping LOINC® terms to SNOMED CT®, specifically for the laboratory component of LOINC® re-
quired extensive discussion among stakeholders and an extension of the SNOMED CT® concept model to
accommodate LOINC® Axis properties. The table below shows the SNOMED CT® attribute crosswalk
to the LOINC® Axis.

LOINC® Axis SNOMED CT® Attribute Note

246093002 | Component
(attribute) OR 704319004 |
Inheres in (attribute)

Component

704326004 | Precondition
(attribute) (included when the
LOINC® Component includes a
challenge)

The Property of the LOINC®
Term determines if the LOINC®
Component is modeled with
246093002 | Component
(attribute) or 704319004 | Inheres
in (attribute), e.g., a term with
property of mass concentration
is modeled using 246093002 |
Component (attribute) whereas
a term representing an inherent
part of component such as type
is modeled using 704319004 |
Inheres in (attribute). -When the
LOINC® Component includes
an adjustment and/or a count,
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this additional information is
included in the terming of the
LOINC® concept but not by an
attribute in the model.

Property 370130000 | Property (attribute)

Scale 370132008 | Scale type
(attribute)

System 704327008 |Direct site (attribute)
OR

704319004 |Inheres in (attribute)

704319004|In heres in (attribute)

Is used when the LOINC® Term
has a property type of Prid, Type,
Number of cells, ID

Time 370134009 | Time aspect
(attribute)

Method 246501002 | Technique
(attribute)

Release notes acknowledge some terms defined by LOINC® Parts require additional discussion before
finalizing the modeling and terming. An example of this issue is LOINC® terms defined by LOINC®
Part Antibiotic XXX (‘other antibiotic’). In addition, inclusion of the Great Britain (GB) English refset
for LOINC® terms is still pending. [11]

LOINC® contains properties that define a Category Status of “Order Only,” “Observation Only”, or “Both
Order and Observation”. SNOMED CT® hierarchies define whether such concepts are an order (Proce-
dure hierarchy) or an observation (Observable Entity hierarchy). The SNOMED CT® equivalent of the
LOINC® “Both Order and Observation” Category Status was not found. [11]

A goal is for the majority of the concepts created in the LOINC® Extension of SNOMED CT® is to be
designated as sufficiently defined. Where this is not possible, the concept is designated as primitive. Prim-
itive concepts within the SNOMED CT® terminology and its extensions interfere with use of a classifi-
cation process where the formally stated definitions of each concept compute the subsumption hierarchies
and defining properties of each concept. Some of the concepts will remain as primitive in future releases
and some will change to fully defined as the work progresses. Some concepts are currently designated as
primitive as a map from the needed LOINC® Part to SNOMED CT® concept does not yet exist. However,
this is expected to be resolved in future releases. [11]

Across many domains, the meaning of a particular observation can be best understood in the context of the
set of possible answers (result values). For example, qualitative laboratory tests often have fixed answer
lists for expected lab values, as seen in the screenshot below. Answers are not linked to Observable Entity
concepts in SNOMED CT®. [14]
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Figure 3.14. Example of Qualitative Laboratory Tests with Fixed Answer Lists

A Clinical LOINC® crosswalk for standardized assessment instruments and document ontology has not
been addressed yet in the LOINC® SNOMED CT® Collaboration.

3.4. Conclusion
This deliverable serves as an initial report to document the challenges our team faced during the research
and initial development of an IKM solution and environment. Our summary of findings for various com-
ponents of the SNOMED CT® LOINC® collaborative agreement that aims to develop an IKM environ-
ment and the identification of functional and non-functional issues our team experienced with IKM have
identified critical areas that will require additional and continued efforts to improve the implementation,
functionality, and adoption of IKM solutions.

While this deliverable will inform the direction and focus areas for our future work, this report can also
function as a resource and reference implementation for SNOMED CT®, LOINC®, and other stakeholders
working to develop IKM solutions. As our team works to develop an open-source environment for IKM,
we look forward to and encourage collaboration with other stakeholders to gain a deeper understanding of
the challenges they faced, best practices, and IKM as a whole.
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